
What is

APIs available  
in Early Access

ESET Connect is a cybersecurity API 
gateway, a powerful tool for network 
administrators and SECOPS engineers 
that allows for increased automation, 
improved visibility, integration 
with existing tools, customization, 
and centralized management of 
cybersecurity tasks. 

A single point of contact for customers – external API 
consumers, ESET Connect enforces security policies 
to protect against threats and efficiently routes traffic 
between ESET, the API producer,  and consumers. 

In the Early Access Program, ESET makes available the 
APIs for ESET PROTECT Cloud – giving you the power 
of the ESET PROTECT Platform – the world’s most 
formidable cybersecurity based on superior research, at 
your fingertips.

 ✓ Centralized management: Manage security-
related tasks from your preferred, centralized 
location, such as a security operations center (SOC), 
and reduce duplication and confusion.

 ✓ Integration: Integrates with existing systems 
and applications such as ticketing systems, log 
management tools, and SIEM & SOAR solutions.

 ✓ Improved efficiency: Streamline digital security 
workflows and enhance the efficiency of security 
operations.

 ✓ Reduced risk of human error: Automate security-
related tasks and reduce the risk of human error.

 ✓ Automation of responses: Automate security-
related tasks across multiple solutions and 
platforms.

 ✓ Get a list of devices

 ✓ Get a list of devices based on specific filters 

 ✓ Get all devices for the specified tenant

 ✓ Get devices based on ID

 ✓ Get computer details for specific objects

 ✓ Get groups

 ✓ Get a list of events (detections) for a specific device/ 
Get a list of detections based on specific filters

 ✓ Isolate computer from network/ end computer 
isolation from network

 ✓ Run On-Demand Scan

 ✓ Shutdown/ restart computer

Benefits

DATASHEET



ENHANCED SECURITY
ESET Connect provides an authentication layer so only 
authenticated users can access a backend API and are 
authorized to use its functions, data and operations. 

SIMPLIFIED SERVICE DELIVERY
ESET Connect enables the combination of API calls 
to request services, reducing the traffic volume and 
streamlining API processes to improve the user 
experience.

PLATFORM AGNOSTIC HTTP DELIVERY
Using HTTPS as a delivery mechanism, you can 
integrate the APIs into your application, regardless of 
the platform or language used.

TAP INTO THE POWER OF THE ESET 
PROTECT PLATFORM
Using ESET Connect, you can unlock the power of 
the world’s most formidable cybersecurity, based on 
superior research.

API MONITORING AND LOGGING
ESET Connect provides monitoring for all APIs and 
tracks requests and response times. It provides unified 
logging for all APIs so that end-to-end debugging can 
be performed in urgent cases.
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